
INSTRUCTION FOR COMPLETING THE DAM INVENTORY and
BREEDING WORKSHEET

This form will come preprinted with all your
breeding age females listed if you are enrolled in

Group BreedPlan.
1. Please read carefully the information at the top of the page. If there are errors in your 

name, address, phone number or membership number, be sure to correct them on this 
form.

2.  Forms must be filled in ink, or typewritten.

3.  If you have special instructions, or need more space, you may use the reverse side      
      and indicate the animal to which the special instructions apply.

4.  Mail the forms directly to the AMGA Office. All fees must accompany the applications before 
they will be processed.

Explanation of Dam Inventory & Breeding Worksheet

Check to make sure that all the breeding age females you want on inventory 
are listed and that all information reported is correct.  The animal identification 
and calving detail section should be preprinted.  To add a female use a blank 
line or another form & fill in the animal identification section.  To remove a 
female from the inventory use the following disposal codes:  1. Dead, 2. Sold, 
3. Culled, 4. Suspended---no progeny registered or data this year. 5. Moved to 
commercial herd, 6. Restore to registered herd, 7. Make animal inactive—no 
progeny to be registered.

If you have corrections make them on the form.  Do not overwrite any 
information, please add it or make a note on the reverse side of the page.



Mating Information

Please list the sire’s Registration Number and name or tattoo that will be used 
with each female.  If a cleanup sire is used, also list his registration number and
name or tattoo.

Indicate if you have used AI

Enter the date of AI service or dates of natural service from – to.  Day/Month 
Year.  Also list clean-up sire breeding service dates.  The beginning and ending
date of two service sires for the same female can not be the same dates.

If you used a leased sire or a sire you do not own, a Registration of Lease 
Application must accompany your breeding worksheet, if you have not already 
filed this form with the AMGA office.
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